
Community
Drug Disposal
that Saves Lives
Medical grade drug 
deactivation solutions 
for at-home use 



Our brand story and the impetus that has shaped the last decade of our focus, began with a unique life-

changing encounter. Our founder, Milt Dallas, was a panelist on a Milwaukee Time Warner cable show in 

2010 when he first met Sherry Day – a nurse whose professional career had been significantly impacted 

by a fatal drug overdose that resulted from a teenager fishing through the contents of a nursing home 

dumpster. Sherry’s passion and extensive nursing expertise combined with Milt’s creative vision and skill as an 

entrepreneur and innovator would lead to a dynamic partnership that would re-imagine the world of secure 

drug disposal.

Over the next 12 years, Milt would champion drug-diversion advocacy not only through the development 

of drug deactivation product solutions with Sherry Day but consequently with national lobbying for greater 

community protections and legislation around opioid abuse, community and state-level drug education 

advocacy, and the furthering of product innovation with Rx Destroyer. With the new federal law 21 CFR enacted 

in 2014 regulating the disposal of drugs and controlled substances, heightened EPA focus on the human risk 

of pharmaceutical pollution, and a concerning upward trend nationally of opioid abuse within professional 

and domestic environments, Milt and the team at Rx Destroyer have continued to innovate solutions and 

drive advocacy for safe drug disposal. Rx Destroyer will continue to support your efforts in the reduction of 

substance abuse wherever you need us. We are here to provide you a support system and a solution.

Why We Exist
SAVING WATER.  SAVING LIVES.  ONE PRESCRIPTION AT A TIME.



Expert Support We Provide
Non-retrievable drug deactivation actively protects people, communities and the environment by eliminating the risk of 

wrongful misuse or incorrect disposal. At Rx Destroyer, we are committed to not only delivering products that eliminate risk 

of drug diversion, but partnering with passionate non profit, government and private organizations to design drug abuse 

prevention strategies that affect change at a community level. Partnership tools we provide include:

• Local Pharmacist who can support our partners or 
users with real-time expert drug disposal guidance

• Customized, multi-lingual education materials and 
co-branded training and social media tools to drive 
local adoption and trust

• Bespoke Partnership labelling and distribution plans 
facilitated at a federal, state or community level

• Multi-Choice disposal and treatment options available 
through national and local licensed waste partners for 
those in need of a professional waste service

• Surveys facilitated to assess program adoption and 
gather timely feedback

• A specialist support team who can help you navigate 
state and local-level regulations, and leverage national 
partnerships to execute effective drug disposal and 
opioid abuse mitigation strategies.

Rx Destroyer was born out of a passion for protecting local communities from the 
repercussions of irresponsible drug disposal. Our goal is to:

• Eliminate drug stockpiling and its influence on substance abuse

• Prevent the life threatening consequences of unauthorized drug diversion

• Provide a substance abuse prevention strategy to protect your community, its youth, its children, its most vulnerable

• Protect the health of our natural environment with a “No Flush” alternative to medication disposal

Communities We Protect

Rx Destroyer is a fast acting ready-to-use chemical digestion formula that begins neutralizing 
medications on contact, complying with the DEA Non-Retrievable Standard 21 CFR and the EPA’s 40 CFR
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Community-Impacting 
Drug Destruction Solutions
Rx Destroyer drug disposal systems are easy, cost effective, and simply the most comprehensive 
solution in preventing drug abuse, drug diversion, and stockpiling. Our solution is non toxic and 
space-optimizing for home use, our caps are child resistant providing security in your home to 
those who may be vulnerable, and to top it off reusable!

• 4oz bottle designed to fit inside a 
home medicine cabinet

• Child proof cap and ready-to-use 
formula, no adding water.

• Reusable, can be used multiple 
times for up to 1 year once 
opened

Communities We Protect

• 5 gallon bottle for bulk drug 
collection, larger sizes available.

• Attachable funnel that facilitates 
bulk disposal

• Reusable, can be used across 
multiple collection days for up to 
1 year once opened

If you are in need of a waste hauler, we have national relationships with waste disposal 
companies who can facilitate the secure disposal and destruction of mass-collected 
medications and Rx Destroyer products in accordance with DEA and RCRA requirements, 
and in a way that ultimately protects environmental impact.

HOME-USE SOLUTIONS

MASS-COLLECTION SOLUTIONS



Community-Impacting 
Drug Destruction Solutions

How we help destroy drugs
There is no single universal approach to safe medication disposal at a community level, 
which is why industry partnerships are so critical to combatting the opioid crisis in America.

MEDICATION DISPOSAL BEST PRACTICEMEDICATION COLLECTION STRATEGIES

Medicine-Cabinet size Rx Destroyer bottles 
can be provided to households for ongoing 
‘at-home’ drug destruction.

Once sealed, Rx Destroyer bottles containing 
the deactivated drugs can be disposed of in 
general trash.

Disseminate Rx Destroyer solutions via 
mail, facilitating at home disposal for those 
without transportation or rurally located. 

Filled Rx Destroyer bottles can be directly 
mailed to one of our partner pharmaceutical 
treatment facilities.

Host a community “Drug Collection” event in 
partnership with DEA-exempt public services 
such as your local law enforcement agency, 
collecting drugs in a large capacity Rx 
Destroyer system.

These DEA exempt entities such as local law 
enforcement, can host and then dispose of Rx 
Destroyer once drugs are deactivated in the 
common trash.

Host your own drug collection event without 
a DEA exempt partner.

Register with the DEA to become a DEA 
registrant. You must also apply to be a 
registered collector. 

BE CREATIVE! What works best in your community and how can 
we support? We would love to brainstorm together.

*As a DEA Registrant, with regard to pharmaceutical waste disposal and other regulated activities associated with pharmaceuticals, always follow 
applicable federal, state, local, tribal laws/regulations. This does not apply to ultimate users.



EXPLORE A PARTNERSHIP
Looking for creative solutions to address substance abuse prevention 

strategies and exposure within your community? Connect with our 
community outreach manager today.

info@rxdestroyer.com   |   (888) 608-5160   |   www.RxDestroyer.com


